Contemporary Windows That Never Compromise
The demands of contemporary design are not for the weak of craftsmanship. When the goal is to stir the senses with a unifying aesthetic, your windows and doors can only come from those who know how to build uncompromising strength into contemporary forms. The results are stunning. The elements become part of the whole. The view is unconfined. The spaces are open. The home is a sanctuary. Take a moment to relax and turn the pages as images of what is possible open up to you.
Sometimes, Things Just Come Together Perfectly.

Fate, destiny, visionary planning? Whatever the reason, Sierra Pacific windows and doors are singularly well suited to the integrations of space, surroundings and comfort in contemporary design. From our architectural wall systems to our specialty windows and doors, there is a focus on more light, less window and a clean, squared line.
Over 125 years of window experience teaches you something about making glass expansive. It requires smart structural options, diminutive mulling and high-performance glazing, all tested for uncompromising structural integrity. At Sierra Pacific, floor-to-ceiling glass isn’t an ideal, it’s a starting point.
Straight lines, narrow stiles and rails and corner beads are hallmarks of many of our specialty windows and doors, made possible by superior glass and structural reinforcements that you'll never see. When your goal is to let the outdoors in, to let those inside feel just as much a part of the outside, you want windows that disappear with the grace of the morning mist as it burns away to day.

There Is Only One View: Unobstructed.
To an already impressive collection of contemporary window and door options, we proudly add our Architectural Wall Systems. By using structural, laminated wood beams, these engineered wall systems don’t just look beautiful, they become load-bearing, which means the vistas you can create become truly remarkable, blurring the line further between the interior and its surrounding environment.
Our specialty doors and windows are designed to take contemporary design to any level it wants, turning walls into moving masterpieces. Bi-fold designs fold effortlessly to stack against either side of their expansive openings with an access panel to allow passage without moving the entire system. Multi-slide windows and doors can be designed just as wide, with panels that glide completely into the wall. And for truly maximized space, our lift & slide door systems feature state-of-the-art rollers with hardware that lifts the panels for easy gliding, then lowers them to lock in place for extraordinary weather resistance.

Anything A Wall Can Do, We Can Do Better.
Why Cut Corners When You Can Embrace Them?

Improvements in glass performance and structural innovations have completely changed the way we approach 90º corners. Here our multi-slide and bi-fold specialty doors and windows shine by widening the limits of what’s possible, and letting in more light, more city skylines, more forested hills, shorelines and mountains. In fact, corner window configurations are such an important part of contemporary sensibilities, we’ve spent considerable time and resources designing ours to reduce mass and double the view.
Straight, Elegant Lines Extend To A Handle.

From our Dallas Series contemporary handle set to the flush handles of our multi-slide doors and windows, we’ve created hidden hardware and locking mechanisms that allow clean, minimal lines to be the only visible feature of our doors and windows. Many hardware offerings are forged in solid bronze or brass with your choice of beautiful finishes.
The natural beauty of an all-wood interior; the remarkable toughness of an aluminum clad exterior; both offer nearly limitless choices in color and finish that will turn your windows into a stunning contemporary complement, or an invisible nod to your aesthetic. To make sure your perfect choice remains that way, our wood interiors are protected with rainforest-proven CoreGuard™ wood treatment, and our aluminum cladding is powder coated with exceptional hardness and scratch resistance.

Perfect Match, Or Perfect Disappearing Act.

Architect: Matthew Lechowick Design | Builder/Contractor: Kinetic Partners | Photographer: Kat Alves Photography
Not All “Afters” Are Created Equal.

Before

Windows and doors are a commanding part of a contemporary remodel. Make more light and more views appear, make architectural and structural obstructions disappear. From our Transcend replacement windows and doors to our new-build styles of casement, awning, and sliding panels, Sierra Pacific has developed nearly limitless opportunities to see beyond what’s right in front of you.

One of the hottest architectural trends is a marriage of rugged charm with the wide-open elegance of contemporary design. Here we see simple colors and materials, some reclaimed, with natural architectural elements freely exposed. It’s a perfect environment for our large windows and doors designed to disappear from sight, all while enhancing some exquisite views.

Architect: Walton Architecture and Engineering  
Builder/Contractor: Jim Morrison Construction  
Photographer: Vance Fox Photography  
Location: Truckee, CA
Among other things, Rustic Contemporary design involves finding new ways to invite the free-flowing beauty of the outside environment inside. This aesthetic fits extraordinarily well with the attributes of Sierra Pacific windows and doors. Whether you need the larger glass area of our lift and slide system, or a fresh look at the outdoors with one of our pocketing multi-slide windows, get ready to have your insides stirred.

**AN ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH THAT TURNS OUTSIDE IN.**

**Project:** McKinley Village Clubhouse | **Architect:** Mogavero Architects | **Builder:** The New Home Company | **Photographer:** Christopher Mayer Photography | **Location:** Sacramento, CA
Whether you're doing a contemporary remodel of a home or office, or giving a new restaurant a special contemporary vibe to serve its guests, Sierra Pacific has in its lineup, or will custom create, exactly what you need to achieve any vision with sleek, natural beauty. To help, our Architectural Services Group offers support from submittal to close-out phase, and our national network of Architectural Consultants can team up directly with architects and builders from design to specification. Consultants work collaboratively to deliver everything from CAD details and 3D REVIT® models to engineering consultation for load bearing wall systems.

Refined Building Often Takes A Village.
Modern, contemporary architecture has so much to do with appreciating the surrounding environment. It seems harmonious that the very windows and doors that help build these masterpieces are made with such keen attention to environmental impact. Our seed-to-window approach to construction is made possible by our parent company, Sierra Pacific Industries, which owns 1.9 million acres of forestland in California and Washington State. This allows us to insist on “sustained yield” forest management and timber harvesting from our wood supplier. It’s working so well, in the midst of supplying select wood stock for Sierra Pacific premium windows and doors, SPI will nearly triple the amount of wood growing on its lands in the next 100 years.
“Contemporary building design usually wants more of an industrial look than a traditional residential one. Sierra Pacific has figured out a way to create a contemporary, industrial aesthetic that still has the quality and energy efficiency we need for residential use.”

Manny Gonzalez
FAIA, LEED AP, Principal, Board of Directors KTGY, Los Angeles, CA

“The style and construction of Sierra Pacific windows and doors allow me to integrate their products into my modern home designs, which demand large openings, clean lines and custom details. With Sierra Pacific, I get the interior and exterior look I need with corner windows, expansive multi-slide doors and mullion and corner covers to match their extruded aluminum exterior surfaces. They enhance my modern work.”

Trey Hoff
Owner, Trey Hoff Architecture, Boise, ID

“With contemporary structures, design intent is often about pushing the limits of view corridors and openings and subsequently, glazing sizes. Sierra Pacific was able, and more importantly, willing to meet those demands and offer out-of-the-box thinking for their product delivery. This was critical, because nobody wants to hear the word ‘no’ when designing a project they believe in!”

Matthew Martinez
Matthew Martinez, Assoc. AIA, John Grable Architects, San Antonio, TX

“The View From A Few Of Your Contemporaries.”

“With the Sierra Pacific Architectural Wall System, we are able to achieve a sleek, modern aluminum window profile on the exterior while solving the energy code issues that plague aluminum windows. The all-wood interior assembly creates a thermal break that's very energy efficient. And it provides a modern interior finish that our clients love.”

“Sierra Pacific windows and doors are well engineered and they have committed to environmental stewardship through the Sustainable Forestry Initiative. They also have something you don’t get with product specifications – uncompromising customer support. At every stage of a project, they support the entire team with high-level service. They understand the needs of the designers, builders, and ultimately, our clients. They’ve earned my trust.”

“We have worked through our local dealer for more than a dozen years on most of our high-end residential projects. Sierra Pacific’s range of products addresses our needs for individual and mullioned units, operable window walls and storefront systems, all from the same source. We recommend Sierra Pacific to clients and builders more than any other window or glazing manufacturer.”

“I build contemporary custom homes that require windows with a clean and simple yet elegant aesthetic. The Sierra Pacific Aspen window delivers just that – perfect minimal sight lines with the bonus of having the most robust structural mounting flange I’ve seen.”